**Your Go-To's**

**Ulukau.org** - A Hawaiian electronic library which allows access to Hawaiian books, newspapers, genealogies, place names, and more.

**Wehewehe.org** - As a branch of ulukau.org, this online Hawaiian dictionary is very commonly used by both new comers and those who are familiar with the Hawaiian language.
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**Hoʻolohe a Hoʻopili Mai**

**Listen and Repeat**

As the Hawaiian Language is traditionally an oral language, its teachings were passed down through speaking and listening. It was not until the arrival of missionaries that Hawaiians began formulating a written language in order to document their histories. With that being said, the best way to fully immerse yourself in the language is through listening (hoʻolohe) and repeating (hoʻopili mai). Here are a few Hawaiian language resources that provide students with audio recordings of conversations in Hawaiian, which help to strengthen their pepeiaio (ears) and empower their ʻōlelo (speaking).

- **Kulāiwi** - http://ksdl.ksbe.edu/hawaiian_resources/kulaiwi
- **ʻŌiwi TV** - http://oiwi.tv/
- **Clinton Kanahele** - http://library.byuh.edu/library/archives/kanahele
- **ʻŌlelo Online** - https://oleloonline.com/
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For more Hawaiian language and culture resources, please visit: learnhawaiianonline.com